General information
The 9th HyMeX workshop will take place from 21 to 25 September 2015, in Mykonos Island, Greece. It will be organized by the National Observatory of Athens at Saint-John hotel (http://www.saintjohn.gr/).

Objectives
The general objectives of the HyMeX workshops are to strengthen the links and knowledge exchange, as well as to foster collaborations within the HyMeX research community. The 9th HyMeX workshop will occur at mid-term of the programme. It will be the opportunity to assess the achievements of the programme, both in terms of data collected and science results, against the original objectives of the HyMeX Science Plan (http://www.hymex.org/public/documents/HyMeX_Science_Plan.pdf). Running over 5 days, the programme will consist of plenary sessions with review solicited talks and Science Teams oral and poster sessions with an open call for contributions to present and discuss recent scientific progresses regarding the Mediterranean water cycle.

Call for abstracts - Deadline 24 April 2015
We invite you to submit a short abstract for oral or poster presentation fitting the research themes of the HyMeX programme:

° the water budget of the Mediterranean Sea
° the continental hydrological cycle and related water resources
° heavy rainfall, flash-floods and floods
° intense sea-atmosphere interactions induced by strong winds, and dense water formation
° societal and economic impacts.

Short abstracts can be submitted online at: http://www.hymex.org/?page=private/workshops/9/abstract_submission

Tentative calendar

° Notification about acceptance 15 June 2015
° Deadline for early registration 30 June 2015

Scientific committee
K. Lagouvardos (Chair, NOA, Gr), V. Ducrocq (Co-chair, CNRM-GAME, Fr), A. Harzallah (INSTM, Tu), M. Borga (U. Padova, It), I. Braud (IRSTEA, Fr), S. Davolio (CNR ISAC, It), Ph. Drobinski (LMD-IPSL, Fr), S. Gualdi (INGV, It), V. Homar (UIB, Sp), B. Ivancan-Picek (DHMZ, Hr), V. Kotroni (NOA, Gr), C. Kottmeier (KIT, De), M.C. Llasat (U. Barcelona, Sp), I. Taupier-Letage (MIO, Fr).

Organizing committee
V. Kotroni, K. Lagouvardos, E. Flaounas, K. Papagiannaki, Th. Giannaros, E. Galanaki, E. Proestakis (NOA, Gr), L. Labatut, O. Roussot (CNRM-GAME, Fr).

Information and contacts
http://www.hymex.org/ & workshop@hymex.org
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